
Increase Value: Review and Recommend
Review and Recommend is a fixed-fee service for customers who want 

help identifying areas for optimization, including current configuration, 

user experience, and new features and functions, as well as changes to 

support business drivers. An expert consultant helps assess your current 

configuration in relation to Workday-delivered enhancements and your 

changing business environment. 

What We Do

During a Review and Recommend project, Workday reviews your current 

Workday usage and configuration with stakeholders, administrators, 

and users. We provide recommendations for optimizing your Workday 

applications, and guidance on how to follow up on the recommendations 

through a series of focused working sessions.

Delivery Approach

The Review and Recommend service has four stages:

“We worked with an extremely knowledgeable 

resource who understood our configuration and  

came ready to deliver solutions! We got what we 

were looking for and more, including some tips  

and tricks on how to better use Workday tools!”

—Technology Consultant, large Healthcare organization

Value

• Identify opportunities for optimization

• Align your configuration with  

the business as it changes

• Equip your team with recommendations 

from Workday experts and an  

execution plan
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“…the Workday team tailored the Review 

and Recommend to meet our specific 

needs. The ‘deep dive’ discussions of 

Workday best practices and the review 

of our current security setup, followed 

by hands-on configuration sessions  

was a perfect combination.”

—Manager HR Technology, large Semiconductor  

Equipment and Materials company

Workday offers a wide range of post-deployment services 

to help customers increase the value of their investment. 

These services address the unique needs of all customers, 

whether they have limited resources and require access 

to experts or already have in-house resources and choose 

to be more self-sufficient.

Learn More About the Review  
and Recommend Service Feature Areas

To determine if a Review and Recommend Service  

is right for you, email an inquiry to  

customer.enablement@workday.com.
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